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December 20, 2017

William & Mary Law School has been ranked fifth among Top 10 Military Friendly® graduate schools in Victory Media’s GI Jobs and Guide to Military Friendly® Schools. The School was ranked sixth among graduate schools in 2017.

William & Mary is the only law school in Virginia to receive a 2018 Military Friendly® School designation, and is ranked first among law schools receiving the 2018 designation.

“We are once again glad to be recognized as a military friendly law school, and at a higher ranking,” said Patricia Roberts, Vice Dean of the Law School, Co-director of the Lewis B. Puller, Jr. Veterans Benefits Clinic, and Director of Clinical Programs. “Our staff and students do outstanding work every day, and the Military Friendly® designation inspires them to work even harder on behalf of veterans. We are hopeful this will encourage more student veterans to consider applying to William & Mary Law School.”

Since its beginning in 2005, the Military Friendly® program has sought to provide the most accurate and viable designation program for the military community as they seek to make critical life decisions regarding their education, employment and consumer choices. The program is committed to ensuring the highest degree possible of data accuracy, transparency and third-party validation.

This year introduced new levels of data auditing, made available through technological advancements to further separate authentic Military Friendly® institutions from the rest of the field.

To be considered for the Awards program, companies and schools must have successfully completed a 2018 Military Friendly® survey and been designated as a 2017 Military Friendly® School or Employer.

The awards provide a more competitive view of how an organization is performing compared with similar organizations. A school or employer can be awarded: Top 10
(the best of the best); Gold (within 20 percent of a 10th-ranked organization); Silver (within 30 percent of a 10th-ranked organization); Bronze (within 40 percent of a 10th-ranked organization); and Designated (deemed Military Friendly® based on results from the survey).

The Top 10, Gold, Silver and Bronze winners are published online in December at https://militaryfriendly.com and in the annual Guide to Military Friendly® Schools.

About Victory Media
Founded in 2001, Victory Media is a service-disabled, veteran-owned small business (SDVOSB) that connects the military community to civilian employment, educational and entrepreneurial opportunities through its G.I. Jobs®, Military Spouse, Vetrepreneur®, STEM Jobs SM and Military Friendly® brands.

About William & Mary Law School
Thomas Jefferson founded William & Mary Law School in 1779 to train leaders for the new nation. Now in its third century, America’s oldest law school continues its historic mission of educating citizen lawyers who are prepared both to lead and to serve.